Receipts Quick Reference Guide

1. Receipts

The Available Receipt queue is a storage space provided by Concur for the purpose of storing receipt images. You can send images to the receipt queue by email or the Concur mobile application. You can also upload receipts to Concur from your computer. Once an image is available in Available Receipt queue, you can attach the stored images to line item expense entries. Your approvers cannot see your receipt queue items, but your expense delegates do have access to view your receipt queue.

2. Add your email address

Add your default University email address to your Concur profile. Under profile settings, click Email Addresses link on the left navigation. Follow the instructions provided to add your email address. You can then forward your receipt images to receipts@concur.com to have your receipts uploaded into your Available Receipts queue.

3. View your Available Receipts

Access your receipts in the Receipt queue by clicking on the Expense tab. Scroll to the bottom of the page to see your Available Receipts.

4. Adding a receipt to your queue

- If you take a picture of a receipt with the Concur mobile app, the receipt will automatically upload to your Available Receipts queue.
- You can also email images to receipts@concur.com from all verified email addresses and the image will appear in your Available Receipts.
- Clicking the Upload New Receipt button under Available Receipts queue allows you to upload a local file from your PC.
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5. View Receipts
   • Open an expense report and create and expense entry.
   • With the entry open, click **Available Receipts** option in the upper right corner or click the **Receipts Menu** and choose View **Available Receipts**.

6. Attach a Receipt to an expense line
   Under Available Receipts gallery, attach the receipt image to an expense entry by drag and drop to move and attach the image directly to the entry – OR – by using the attach icon . To zoom in on the receipt, click the icon.

7. Review the attached receipt
   Review the expense entry to ensure the yellow Receipt Received icon now appears blue, indicating that the receipt image is attached. Hover over the icon to view the receipt image.

8. Remove or detach a receipt
   If you have a receipt image that you need to remove from the expense line, you can detach the receipt by hovering over the blue receipt icon on that line and clicking ‘**Detach from Entry**’ in the lower right of the pop up receipt view. If you want to remove all receipts from the report, you can select **Delete Receipt Images** from the **Receipts** menu.